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Conductive polyurethane elastomer electrolyte
(PUEE) materials for anodic bonding
Haocheng Zhao,ab Weixuan Zhang,c Xu Yin,a Yuling Wu,
Weigang Zhao,a Li Zhaoab and Cuirong Liu*a
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Polyurethane elastomer electrolyte (PUEE) represents a promising class of polymer solid electrolytes for the
preparation and packaging of ﬂexible devices by anodic bonding. In this work, PUEEs were designed and
prepared via a pre-polymerization method and cured at room temperature using polypropylene glycol
(PPG), toluene-2,4-diisocyanate (TDI) and 1,4-butanediol (BDO) in the presence of varying amounts of
lithium bis(triﬂuoromethanesulphonyl)imide (LiTFSI). All PUEEs exhibited high thermal stability and
conductivity, with the highest ionic conductivity of 9.6  105 S cm1 for PUEE6 (n[NHCOO]/Li+ ¼ 1) at
55  C. The results showed that LiTFSI was dissolved completely in the polyurethane matrix, and the
complexing reactions occurred between the lithium ions and the polar groups of polyurethane. After
that, the prepared PUEE and the Al sheet were successfully joined by the anodic bonding process. The
microstructures of the bonded interface between PUEE and the Al sheet with a clear intermediate
bonding layer could be observed in the cross-section scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images, and
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the elements in each layer were also detected by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), which indicated
that the PUEE and the Al sheet were bonded together. The maximum tensile strength for bonded
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PUEE6/Al was up to 0.45 MPa. All these results demonstrated that the prepared PUEE material would be
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a promising candidate for the preparation and packaging of ﬂexible devices by anodic bonding.

Introduction
Compared with traditional electronic devices, exible electronic
devices possess the unique characteristics of lightweight,
bendability and extensibility and have exhibited great potential
in the elds of biomedicine, exible displays, wearable devices,
exible solar cells, and the like.1–7 Generally, the structure of
a exible device includes a exible substrate, exible electrodes,
functional materials and the sealing layer.8–12 To achieve highperformance exible devices, except for the new organic electronic materials, advanced preparation and packaging techniques need to be comprehensively explored. Investigations
have shown that packaging quality, one of the key indices of
device preparation, directly determines the photoelectric
performance, stability and lifetime of the product.13–16 Since its
accidental nding in the 1960s by Pomerantz et al.,17 anodic
bonding has developed into the most widely used connection
method for diﬀerent kinds of materials in the preparation and
packaging of Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS).18–20
Furthermore, it has been recognized as a reliable and easy way
a
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to achieve rigid connections between electron-conductive
materials and ion-conductive materials, of which the most reported materials are Si or metal bonded to borosilicate glass.21,22
Because of the advantages of no joint ller requirement, low
welding residual stress, excellent sealing and high connection
strength, the proposed anodic bonding by applying a direct
current (DC) potential and high temperature would form an
intermediate bonding layer at the interfaces of diﬀerent kinds
of materials by electrochemical processes.
The nding of ionic conductivity in polymer solid electrolytes is a breakthrough in the application of polymer materials
in anodic bonding.23–25 The earliest known and most widely
studied polymer electrolyte matrix, polyethylene oxide (PEO),
which was developed by Wright et al.26 in the 1970s, received
much attention due to its high dielectric constant and the
strong solubility of lithium salts. Generally, compared with
other liquid or gel electrolytes, the PEO polymer solid electrolyte
shows lower ionic conductivity due to its high crystallinity at
room temperature, which is not benecial to anodic
bonding.27,28 Thus, extensive studies were conducted on modications to improve its ionic conductivity, but made no obvious
diﬀerence. In addition, owing to the poor water–oxygen barrier
property and mechanical performance, the commercial applications of PEO in the preparation and packaging of exible
devices have been extremely limited.29 Fortunately, polyurethane elastomer (PUE) provides an alternative among the
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polymer solid electrolytes. The favorable mechanical property,
high stability and light transmission of PUE are attributed to
the unique microphase separation morphology made up of so
segments and hard segments.30 Moreover, the so segments act
as the solvent to solvate the lithium salt, and the hard segments
can be functionalized to maintain stable mechanical properties,
which ensure that PUEE can be used for the preparation and
packaging of exible devices by anodic bonding successfully.
On the other hand, polyether polyols, when chosen as the so
segment, would provide higher exibility and more free volume
for the chain segments, which eﬃciently promote the dissociation of the salts and increase the mobility of the ions.31
However, there are no reports related to the application of
a polyether-based PUEE in anodic bonding.
In this work, a series of ion-conductive PUEEs were prepared by
an addition polymerization reaction with certain amounts of
toluene-2,4-diisocyanate (TDI), polypropylene glycol (PPG), 1,4butanediol (BDO) and lithium bis(triuoromethanesulphonyl)
imide (LiTFSI) via the solution casting technique at room
temperature. The eﬀects of diﬀerent amounts of LiTFSI on the
anodic bonding properties were investigated. All samples were
characterized using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, diﬀerential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA), X-ray diﬀraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
measurements. It was demonstrated that the prepared PUEE and
Al sheet were successfully joined by the anodic bonding process,
and adhesion at the bonded interface, as well as the morphological
characteristics of the bonding section, were analyzed.

Experimental section
Chemical and materials
TDI, BDO, LiTFSI and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) were obtained
from Energy Chemical (Shanghai, China). PPG (Mn ¼ 2000),
dibutyltin dilaurate (DBTL) and Al sheets (purity > 99%, surface
roughness < 0.1 mm, thickness ¼ 0.1 mm) were supplied by
Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. All materials were used
without further purication.
Syntheses and characterization of PUEEs
The PUEEs were synthesized for the preparation and packaging
of exible devices by a pre-polymerization method based on
TDI, PPG, BDO and LiTFSI, with a 6.5% content of NCO groups
in the prepolymers (NCO% ¼ 6.5). PPG and BDO were dried
respectively under reduced pressure (0.092 MPa) at 105  C for 1
hour to decrease the moisture content below 0.05%. Then, dried
PPG was mixed with a certain amount of TDI in a three-necked
ask equipped with a magnetic stirrer under a nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture was stirred at 500 rpm at 80  C for 2 hours
Table 1

and cooled to room temperature naturally. Thereaer, LiTFSI
dissolved in DMC at a mass fraction of 48.3% was added into
the mixture in portions under a stirring rate of 500 rpm at room
temperature for 45 minutes to prepare prepolymers with
isocyanate end groups. Subsequently, the prepolymers were
blended with a certain amount of BDO, the chain extender, and
DBTL, the catalyst. The mixture was rapidly stirred for 3
minutes as the bubbles were removed in a dryer connected to
a vacuum pump, and then, cast into Teon moulds. Aer 7
days, the sheets of PUEEs were removed from the moulds and
used for further characterization.
The dosage of LiTFSI was calculated by the molar ratio of
urethane groups to lithium ions (n[NHCOO]/Li+) from the following
eqn (1), and the composition of samples with diﬀerent LiTFSI
content are shown in Table 1, marked as PUEE0, PUEE1, PUEE2,
PUEE3, PUEE4, PUEE5 and PUEE6, respectively.

n½NHCOO=Liþ

mPPG
2
MnðPPGÞ
¼ mLiTFSI
MnðLiTFSIÞ

(1)

where m is the weight of the material, and Mn is the molecular
weight of the material.
FTIR spectroscopy of the PUEEs was conducted on a Bruker
Tensor 27 FTIR spectrometer to identify the characteristic
functional groups in a range of 4000 to 750 cm1 with a resolution of 2 cm1. The XRD measurements were obtained on
a Bruker X-ray diﬀractometer and scanned over the diﬀraction
angle range of 5–80 with a scan speed of 5 min1 at room
temperature. SEM images were obtained from a Czech TESCAN
LYRA 3 XMH scanning electron microscope. The DSC
measurements were recorded using a DSC Q100 V9.4 Build 287
apparatus at both heating and cooling rates of 5 C min1 under
a nitrogen atmosphere. The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
of the polymers was conducted on a Setaram thermogravimetric
analyzer at a heating rate of 10 C min1 under a nitrogen
atmosphere. The mechanical tests were carried out at room
temperature using a Universal Testing Machine (MTS Insight
10) with a load cell of 10 kN and pneumatic grips. The ionic
conductivity measurements were carried out on an Autolab/PG
STAT302 electrochemical workstation in the frequency range of
100 kHz to 0.1 Hz with an amplitude of 10 mV.
The ionic conductivity (s) of the samples sandwiched
between two stainless-steel (SS) blocking electrodes was calculated according to the following eqn (2).32
s¼

d
Rb S

(2)

where Rb (U) is the bulk electrolyte resistance, d (cm) is the
thickness of the polymer solid electrolyte sheet, and S (cm2) is
the area of the electrode.

Composition of PUEEs

Sample
n[NHCOO]/Li+
NCO%

PUEE0
No LiTFSI
6.5

13268 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 13267–13276

PUEE1
32
6.5

PUEE2
16
6.5

PUEE3
8
6.5

PUEE4
4
6.5

PUEE5
2
6.5

PUEE6
1
6.5
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pair was pressed on the bonding platform under 0.2 MPa with
the PUEE side connected to the cathode and the Al sheet connected to the anode. In the experiment, the pair was heated up
to the pre-set value of 55  C to bond. When the required
temperature was attained, a DC voltage of 700 V was applied
between the electrodes.33 The bonding current maximized
within seconds and later, dropped to a minimum value, which
mean the bonding process was ended.
Aer bonding, morphological analysis of the cross-section of
the bonded region was performed on an SEM equipped with an
energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS). Additionally, the tensile
strength of the bonded pair was measured to evaluate the
bonding strength.

Results and discussion
Structure of PUEE
Schematic diagram of the anodic bonding equipment: (1)
pressurizing pole, (2) anode plate, (3) polymer electrolyte, (4)
aluminum sheet, (5) cathode plate, (6) heating plate, and (7) bonding
box.
Fig. 1

Anodic bonding and characterization
The experiments were carried out using anodic bonding
equipment, which mainly comprised of a temperature control
system (maximum temperature up to 400  C), a controllable dc
power supply (maximum voltage up to 2 kV), a pressure control
device, and a data acquisition system. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of anodic bonding. Firstly, PUEE sheets of 3 mm
thickness and Al sheets of 0.1 mm thickness were both cut into
20  20 mm2 squares. Prior to bonding, the samples were
cleaned successively by acetone, absolute alcohol, standard RCA
solution (NH4OH : H2O2 : H2O ¼ 0.25 : 1 : 5), and deionized
water in order to remove the surface impurities and improve
surface activity, and then, dried in hot air. The aligned bonding

Scheme 1

As shown in Scheme 1, a series of PUEEs were synthesized by
a pre-polymerization method based on TDI, PPG, BDO and
LiTFSI, with an NCO group percentage content of 6.5% in the
prepolymers (NCO% ¼ 6.5). To obtain more suitable conductivity, the dosage of LiTFSI was adjusted by the molar ratio of
urethane groups to lithium ions (n[NHCOO]/Li+) with the feed
ratios of 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32, and the corresponding polymers
were named as PUEE0, PUEE1, PUEE2, PUEE3, PUEE4, PUEE5
and PUEE6, respectively.
Fig. 2a shows the FTIR spectra of the PUEE0, PUEE1, PUEE2,
PUEE3, PUEE4, PUEE5 and PUEE6 samples. The characteristic
absorption peaks of polyurethane could be observed at 3500–
3200 cm1 (the stretching vibration of the N–H bond), 3000–
2900 cm1 (asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations of
the –CH2 and –CH3 groups), 1560–1520 cm1 (–NH bending
vibration), and 1650–1610 cm1 (stretching band of C]O) in all
samples. Furthermore, the peaks at 1150–1060 cm1 were
ascribed to the stretching vibration of the C–O–C bond, which is
characteristic of PPG in the so segments.34,35 These absorption

The synthesis of the polyurethane elastomer electrolyte.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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(a) FTIR spectra and (b) XRD patterns of PUEE0 and other PUEEs
with varying amounts of LiTFSI.

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Paper
peaks of the major functional groups indicated that the
polyether-based PUEE matrices had been synthesized successfully. For the polymer PUEEs, the characteristic absorption peak
of O–Li could be observed at around 623 cm1. Furthermore,
the N–H peak at 3500–3200 cm1 shied to higher wavenumbers along with increasing intensity with increasing
content of LiTFSI, which was because more free N–H bonds
were released with the reduction in the ratio of hydrogen
bonding between N–H and C]O in the urethane group due to
complex formation as the number of lithium ions increased.
Meanwhile, the stretching vibration peaks of C–O–C and C]O
slightly shied to lower wavenumbers as the amount of LiTFSI
increased, which indicated that the lithium ions were coordinated with C]O, and the electron density of the oxygen atoms
of C–O–C decreased. The results indicated that the polar groups
in polyurethane, such as C]O and C–O–C, which have a strong
capability for coordination with metallic ions, made LiTFSI
dissolve better. All of the results above suggested that the
lithium salts dissolved in the polyether-based polyurethane
matrix and coordinated with the polar groups.
The so and hard segments in their phase regions may be
arranged randomly, orderly or as a combination of both, and
the morphology may be diverse and complicated. The crystallization property of polyurethane has a direct inuence on the
degree of microphase separation, which may change the overall
performance of the PUEEs. Therefore, it is of great signicance
to study the crystallization behavior of the PUEEs to understand
the relationship between their structure and properties. As seen
in Fig. 2b, all samples showed similar XRD curves with the
diﬀraction peaks of the approximate amorphous form at
around 2q ¼ 20 , which was ascribed to the partially ordered
crystalline phase presented in the random amorphous regions.
The XRD patterns indicated that the synthesized PUEEs had an
amorphous structure that facilitated the lithium ions to

SEM images of the surfaces of (a) PUEE1, (b) PUEE2, (c) PUEE3, (d) PUEE4, (e) PUEE5 and (f) PUEE6.
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LiTFSI was completely distributed into the polyurethane
matrices. As seen in Fig. 3(a) and (b), microscopic phase
separation structures caused by the thermodynamic incompatibility of the hard and so segments could be observed
obviously. The so segments constituted the continuous
phase, while the hard segments constituted the dispersed
phase. In Fig. 3(c)–(e), upon increasing the content of DMC,
a solvent that has good compatibility with LiTFSI, the degree
of microscopic phase separation reduced obviously, indicating
that the compatibility between the so and hard segments had
improved eﬀectively. It is noteworthy that under a high LiTFSI
content condition, ionic conduction channels could be
observed in the phase interface regions (Fig. 3f), along which
dissociated lithium ions might migrate, thereby achieving
ionic conduction.

Thermal and ionic conductivity properties of PUEEs

(a) TGA and (b) DSC curves of the PUEEs in a nitrogen atmosphere at the heating rates of 10 C min1 and 5 C min1, respectively.

Fig. 4

migrate. In addition, there was no obvious diﬀraction peak for
the lithium salts in the XRD patterns, implying that LiTFSI was
completely dissolved in the polyurethane matrices.
The surface morphology of the PUEEs was studied based on
the SEM images presented in Fig. 3. In all samples, there was
no obvious formation of lithium salt clusters, showing that

Table 2

The thermal properties of the PUEEs were characterized by DSC
and TGA, and the results are summarized in Fig. 4 and Table 2.
The decomposition temperatures (Td, measured at a 5% weight
loss) of the PUEEs were around 260  C, which fullls the
temperature requirement of anodic bonding operations (50–80

C). As the coordination of lithium ions with polar groups might
weaken the hydrogen bonding interactions in the hard
segments, they might be thermally decomposed rst upon
heating, and the Td of the PUEEs decreased with an increase in
the LiTFSI content.
Except for PUEE6, all the samples showed a glass transition
temperature (Tg) around 60  C, indicating that the ether
bonds in PPG that form the so segments of the PUEEs had low
cohesive energy and were easy to rotate, leading to good exibility and segment compatibility. A slightly increasing trend was
found in the Tg values along with the amount of LiTFSI (PUEE0
to PUEE6). It might be because a cluster of free lithium ions
coordinated with urethane groups and ether oxygen groups
form lots of cross-linking points. The cross-linking structures
might limit the movement of the so and hard segments, which
could lead to the increased values of Tg.
Fig. 5(a) shows the equivalent circuit of the test cell with
blocking electrodes that use constant phase elements (CPE) in
place of capacitance. In the equivalent circuit, CPE1, CPE2 and

Thermal properties and ionic conductivity values of the PUEEs
55  C

Room temperature
Sample

Tg ( C)

Td ( C)

Bulk resistancea (U)

Ionic conductivity (S cm1)

Bulk resistancea (U)

Ionic conductivity (S cm1)

PUEE0
PUEE1
PUEE2
PUEE3
PUEE4
PUEE5
PUEE6

66.51
65.36
64.51
62.13
59.17
57.19
34.35

277
273
269
268
262
247
266

—
3 743 729
1 670 150
666 806
322 140
297 804
123 186

—
2.7
6.0
1.5
3.1
3.3
8.1

—
4308
3222
2725
1906
1738
1044

—
2.3 
3.1 
3.7 
5.2 
5.8 
9.6 

a

 108
 108
 107
 107
 107
 107

105
105
105
105
105
105

The thickness of the PUEE sheets was 0.3 cm, and the area of the electrode was 3 cm2.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 5 (a) Equivalent circuit of test cell with blocking electrodes (capacitance is replaced by CPE) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) of the PUEEs measured at (b and c) room temperature and (d) 55  C.

Rb represent the sum of the capacitive eﬀect of the uneven
contact interface and the impedance of interface ion diﬀusion,
the sum of the Faraday capacitance of the SPE membrane and
the ion transfer impedance within the membrane, and the body
resistance of SPE, respectively. The ionic conductivities of the
PUEEs at room temperature and 55  C (anode bonding
temperature) were investigated by electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS), and the results are shown in Fig. 5(b–d) and
Table 2. It was obviously observed that the ionic conductivity
increased with increasing LiTFSI content. The highest ionic
conductivity at room temperature for PUEE6 was 8.1 
107 S cm1, and the highest ionic conductivity of 9.6 
105 S cm1 at 55  C required for anodic bonding was achieved
with the maximum LiTFSI content (PUEE6), which is higher
than those of other linear polymers, such as PEO-based electrolytes. It was found that the ionic conductivity depended on
the eﬀective number of lithium ions, which is related to the
Table 3

concentration of dissolved ions and ionic mobility. The rise in
conductivity with higher loadings of salts could be explained by
the increase in the concentration of lithium ions due to LiTFSI
dissociation and the increased number of carriers in the system.
In addition, with the addition of lithium salts, the proportion of
the amorphous phase in the polyurethane matrix could be
increased, which is also benecial for the transport of lithium
ions. This result is consistent with the XRD analysis. Meanwhile, the increased amount of DMC solvent to dissolve LiTFSI
could aggrandize the free volume of the polymer segments and
enhance the exibility of the segments, which can also increase
the dissociation rate of lithium ions.

Mechanical properties of PUEEs
The mechanical properties of packaging materials are critical
intrinsic factors, which inuence the safe use of a exible

Mechanical properties of the PUEEs

Sample

n[NHCOO]/Li+

Shore A hardness

Tensile strength (MPa)

Tear strength (MPa)

Elongation at break (%)

PUEE1
PUEE2
PUEE3
PUEE4
PUEE5
PUEE6

32
16
8
4
2
1

38
32
29
22
20
19

7.4
6.1
5.7
5.3
4.8
4.3

28.3
24.6
20.5
18.4
13.5
11.8

386
401
393
425
431
443
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electronic device. The mechanical properties of the prepared
PUEEs are shown in Table 3. It was found that with increasing
LiTFSI content, the hardness, tensile strength and tear strength
of the PUEEs decreased, while the elongation at break
increased. In PUEEs with added LiTFSI, the hydrogen bond
interactions between –NH and C]O were weakened due to the
coordination interaction between the lithium ions and C]O,
which destroyed the physical cross-linking network formed by
the hydrogen bonds. On the other hand, the DMC content
synchronously increased. This polar organic solvent that
dissolves the lithium salt easily associates with OH groups to
form hydrogen bonds, which can decrease the reactivity of the
OH and NCO groups and inhibit the synthesis of carbamate
groups. Therefore, the hardness and strength of the samples
reduced. As mentioned in the SEM analysis above, with an
increase in the lithium salt, the compatibility of the so and
hard segments of the polyurethane matrix was enhanced, and
more hard segments were dissolved in the so segments. Since
the elongation at break and elasticity are provided by the so
segments, the elongation at break increased.
Connection performance of PUEEs/Al by anodic bonding
Fig. 6 shows the cross-section SEM images of the bonded
interfaces between the Al sheet and PUEEs bonded at 55  C/
700 V. It could be seen that the two sides were bonded together
eﬀectively with no obvious defects or cracks along the bonded
interfaces. In the bonding regions between the Al sheet and

RSC Advances
PUEEs, a clear intermediate bonding layer with a thickness of
about 35–60 mm and shaped like a black ribbon could be
observed, which are shown in Fig. 6(a)–(f). With an increase in
the content of LiTFSI, the thickness of the intermediate
bonding layer also increased (Fig. 6(a)–(f)), which revealed that
the generation of the bonding layer is the main reason for the
connection formed by anodic bonding.
EDS mapping was performed at the bonded interface of the
Al sheet and PUEE1. As shown in Fig. 7, the gradient distribution of diﬀerent elements, including C, O, S, F and Al, was
clearly identied in the intermediate bonding layer, showing
that the process was accompanied by the directional migration
of ions due to a certain temperature and electric elds. Owing to
the migration of the ions, a lot of ionic vacancies could be le in
the depletion layer, which can also be interpreted as a zone of
negative ion accumulation, and the width of the depletion layer
would increase gradually. In addition, the applied electric eld
was concentrated on the depletion layer, bringing the two
bonding materials in close contact. Then, the bonding process
tended to end with the formation of a new connection layer,
followed by the termination of the ion migration. It could be
seen that some of the Al ions from the anode had entered the
PUEE1 side, which had a lot of ionic vacancies. Then, the O, C, S
and F elements in the depletion layer would move into the Al
side under the action of the electric eld and thermal eld,
followed by reactions with Al to generate new substances at the
interface, thereby realizing the permanent connection between

Fig. 6 Cross-section SEM images of the bonded interfaces between the Al sheet and (a) PUEE1, (b) PUEE2, (c) PUEE3, (d) PUEE4, (e) PUEE5 and (f)
PUEE6.
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Fig. 7 EDS mapping of the bonded interface of the Al sheet and PUEE1.

the Al sheet and PUEE1. Therefore, it is possible that the
interdiﬀusion of positive and negative ions might be the basic
condition for achieving interfacial chemical bonding.
The peak current during the anodic bonding process, the
interfacial connection strength and the reliability of PUEE/Al
were analyzed by testing the tensile strength, and the results
are shown in Table 4. As a macroscopic manifestation of ion
migration, the bonding current reects the microscopic process
of anodic bonding. Under the combined action of the thermal
eld, electric eld and pressure eld, micro-peristalsis occurred
at the interfaces, accompanied by the breaking and bonding of
chemical bonds and the diﬀusion of elements, which facilitated
the permanent connection of PUEE with the Al sheet. The value
of the peak current increased gradually with the content of
LiTFSI, which could be explained by the movement of the
gradually increasing lithium ions towards the cathode under
the action of the electric eld during anodic bonding. Meanwhile, the ion depletion layers near the bonding interface were
formed by continuous ion migration towards the cathode. As
the width of the depletion layers reached the maximum, an

equilibrium potential was established between the internal and
external electric elds along with the close contact of PUEE and
the Al sheet at the bonding interface due to the electric eld
force. Later, the current value gradually returned to the
minimum value, and the chemical bonds were formed at the
interface of PUEE and the Al sheet.
Aer bonding, the bonded samples were diced into squares
with dimensions of 8 mm  8 mm. Then, the PUEE surface and
the Al surface were cleaned with acetone to remove the grease.
The two sides of the testing sample were adhered to two
extension rods by epoxy glue, respectively. Aer curing, the two
extension rods adhered to the PUEE side and the Al side were
xed to the xtures of the tensile strength testing machine, as
shown in Fig. 8. The tensile strength value increased as the
content of LiTFSI increased at a certain electric eld and
bonding temperature, and the maximum value for PUEE6 was
0.45 MPa. This result suggested that the thickness of the
intermediate bonding layer, which was aﬀected by the peak
current of anodic bonding, directly determined the tensile

Table 4 Peak currents and tensile strengths of the PUEE/Al interfaces bonded by anodic bonding

Sample

Peak current (mA)

Maximum load (N)

Cross-sectional area (mm2)

Tensile strength (MPa)

PUEE1/Al
PUEE2/Al
PUEE3/Al
PUEE4/Al
PUEE5/Al
PUEE6/Al

1.9
2.7
5
6.5
7.3
9.4

15.75
15.91
17.77
19.53
20.01
22.60

50.24
50.24
50.24
50.24
50.24
50.24

0.31
0.32
0.35
0.39
0.40
0.45
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Schematic diagram of the bonded sample prepared for tensile
test: (1) ﬁxtures, (2) extension rods, (3) Al sheet, (4) PUEE sheet, and (5)
epoxy glue.

Fig. 8

strength of the connecting layer, which could be correlated with
the content of lithium salts in the polyurethane matrix.

Conclusion
In this study, PUEEs with diﬀerent lithium content were
prepared and characterized for anodic bonding, and the anode
bonding connection was successfully demonstrated between
the PUEE sheet and the Al sheet. Among all the samples, the
highest ionic conductivity at 55  C was 9.6  105 S cm1 for
PUEE6. FTIR spectroscopy analyses conrmed the coordination
interaction between the polar groups of polyurethane and the
dissociated lithium ions. The XRD patterns showed an amorphous structure in PUEEs matrix that can facilitate the lithium
ion to migrate. DSC and TGA analyses revealed that the PUEEs
possessed good chain exibility and heat stability. All of the
properties indicate the promising potential of the PUEEs in
anodic bonding applications. Furthermore, the cross-section
SEM images of anodic-bonded PUEE/Al showed that the two
sides were bonded together eﬀectively, and diﬀerent types of
element transitions were observed by EDS mapping at the
interfacial site. The new substances in the bonding layer were
formed by physical and chemical reactions. These results were
supported by the tensile strength test results of the interfacial
layer, which showed the highest value of 0.45 MPa. Given the
preliminary results obtained from this study, this new class of
PUEEs prepared that are applied to anodic bonding may have
other potentials that may be useful in the preparation and
packaging of exible devices.
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